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Abstract: Most coarse-grained models of individual capsomers associated with viruses employ rigid
building blocks that do not exhibit shape adaptation during self-assembly. We develop a coarse-
grained general model of viral capsomers that incorporates their stretching and bending energies
while retaining many features of the rigid-body models, including an overall trapezoidal shape
with attractive interaction sites embedded in the lateral walls to favor icosahedral capsid assembly.
Molecular dynamics simulations of deformable capsomers reproduce the rich self-assembly behavior
associated with a general T = 1 icosahedral virus system in the absence of a genome. Transitions from
non-assembled configurations to icosahedral capsids to kinetically-trapped malformed structures
are observed as the steric attraction between capsomers is increased. An assembly diagram in the
space of capsomer–capsomer steric attraction and capsomer deformability reveals that assembling
capsomers of higher deformability into capsids requires increasingly large steric attraction between
capsomers. Increasing capsomer deformability can reverse incorrect capsomer–capsomer binding,
facilitating transitions from malformed structures to symmetric capsids; however, making capsomers
too soft inhibits assembly and yields fluid-like structures.

Keywords: viral capsids; self-assembly; elasticity; soft capsomers; coarse-grained models; molecular
dynamics simulations; deformable nanostructures

1. Introduction

Icosahedral virus capsids [1] are nanoscale biological containers that are capable of
spontaneously self-assembling from many copies of one or a few types of proteins [2]. This
self-assembly can occur in the absence of a genome and can be reproduced by experiments
in vitro [3]. In many cases, the basic assembly unit (“monomer”), also referred to as a
capsomer or a subunit, is a small oligomer formed by a combination of a few proteins.
The size of the capsomer depends on the virus. For example, the capsomer for minute
virus of mice (MVM) capsids is a trimer (combination of three proteins) [4], and the
capsomer for hepatitis B virus (HBV) capsids is a dimer (combination of two proteins) [5,6].
Experiments on evaluating the structure and assembly kinetics of virus capsids [7–14]
have inspired many modeling and simulation efforts to understand the self-assembly
process [15–19]. Due to large computational costs, simulations of capsid assembly starting
from individual capsomers described with atomic resolution are presently limited to very
short timescales or to specific elements of the assembly process [18]. Many computational
studies trade off resolution for efficiency and employ coarse-graining to design simplified
model representations of capsomers that effectively capture the key interactions between
them [20–30]. The aim is often to construct a minimal model that elucidates the general
organization principles governing the capsid self-assembly process.

A wide variety of coarse-grained models have been employed to realize the spon-
taneous formation of the symmetric icosahedral capsid shells starting from a mixture of
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dispersed model capsomers [15–17]. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of these mod-
els have been used to probe the link between the assembly products and the capsomer
attributes, capsomer–capsomer interactions, and solution conditions. A large subset of
these models describes the capsomer as a rigid structure built by fusing together a network
of spheres (beads) into asymmetric triangular or trapezoidal-shaped blocks [17,20,24,26,31],
which have been shown to favor the assembly into icosahedral capsids. In general, the cap-
sid assembly is driven by highly directional short-range capsomer–capsomer attraction
provided by the hydrophobic residues, which is realized in trapezoidal-shaped capsomers
by embedding attractive interaction sites in the lateral sides of the capsomer [20,31]. The
capsid assembly is sensitive to the strength of the attractive (binding) energy between the
capsomers [15,26]—a weak binding energy may not overcome the entropic forces that favor
a mixed configuration of dispersed capsomers, inhibiting capsid nucleation. And if the
capsomer–capsomer binding energy is too strong, the higher degree of non-reversibility
of bonded capsomers can inhibit the correction of defects induced in the intermediate
structures, leading to the formation of kinetically-trapped (malformed) aggregates.

It has been recognized that MD simulations of rigid-body models with fixed capsomer
shape may not be well suited to study the more exotic virus assembly phenomena, such
as dimorphism [10,32], where proteins assemble to form two distinct icosahedral capsid
morphologies (characterized with different T numbers) under similar solution conditions.
Another phenomenon that presents challenges for rigid-body models is generalized struc-
tural polymorphism [22,33], where icosahedral viral capsids coexist with a variety of
non-icosahedral yet ordered capsules. Earlier work on understanding the mechanisms
driving polymorphism in viruses [22,34,35] endowed coarse-grained model capsomers
with internal degrees of freedom to capture the structural flexibility and simulated them
using the discontinuous molecular dynamics (DMD) method, which is a faster but coarser
way to simulate assembly compared to traditional MD simulations. More recently, Hagan
and co-workers performed dynamic Monte Carlo simulations of a coarse-grained model of
HBV protein dimers, which were represented as flexible edges characterized with param-
eters informed by atomistic-resolution data [36]. Simulations linked the dimorphic HBV
capsid assembly into T = 3 and T = 4 icosahedral structures to the relatively low value of
the HBV bending modulus (≈40 kBT).

Studies of the self-assembly of empty capsids with a single icosahedral morphology
starting from trapezoidal-shaped capsomers have mainly focused on using rigid-body
models [20,24,26,31]. Much effort has been invested in designing rigid trapezoidal cap-
somers with the “right” inclination angle of the lateral sides to the surface normal in order
to produce capsid assembly-competent intermediate structures at high yield in simula-
tions. However, these capsomers are the result of a coarse graining process that ignores
the flexibility of the real protein subunit and associated structural fluctuations, which
may affect the attractive capsomer–capsomer energy and solution conditions associated
with the capsid assembly [36–38]. Incorporating protein softness and associated elastic
interactions explicitly in such coarse-grained models is computationally expensive and has
been attempted in a few studies by augmenting the coarse-grained model with supportive
elastic networks [37,38]. For example, in a recent study [38], elasticity was incorporated via
a harmonic stretching potential between the beads and the resulting model was used to
probe the co-assembly of capsomers and a polyion into a T = 1 capsid via MD simulations.

In this paper, we develop a coarse-grained model of deformable capsomers that in-
corporates their stretching and bending energies and use it to study the self-assembly
behavior of a general T = 1 virus capsid system in the absence of a genome. Our aim is to
develop a general model of a deformable capsomer building on previous coarse-grained
rigid-body models [20,31] and retaining many of their key advantages, including an overall
trapezoidal shape. Capsomer binding is driven by attractive interaction sites embedded in
the lateral walls of the trapezoidal-shaped structure. The competition between the strength
of the associated steric capsomer–capsomer attraction and capsomer deformability is in-
vestigated in detail using MD simulations accelerated by a hybrid OpenMP/MPI parallel
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computing technique coupled with a fast neighbor listing procedure. Simulations of identi-
cal deformable capsomers in an NVT ensemble at 298 K reproduce the rich equilibrium
self-assembly behavior associated with a T = 1 icosahedral virus system in the absence
of a genome. Transitions from non-assembled configurations to icosahedral capsids to
kinetically-trapped malformed structures are observed as the steric attraction between
capsomers is increased.

An assembly diagram in the space of capsomer–capsomer steric attraction and cap-
somer deformability reveals that assembling capsomers of higher deformability into capsids
requires increasingly large steric attraction between capsomers. Changing deformability of
capsomers at a fixed steric attraction has a pronounced effect on virus self-assembly. In-
creasing capsomer deformability enhances the average edge and angle fluctuations, which
reverse incorrect capsomer–capsomer binding and facilitate transitions from malformed
structures to symmetric capsids. However, if the capsomers become too soft, capsid as-
sembly is inhibited owing to the large structural fluctuations, and fluid-like structures are
observed. The use of elasticity as a control knob to alter assembly behavior demonstrated
in our work has broad implications in the design of reconfigurable systems based on soft
materials, where there is a keen interest in understanding how self-assembly is affected by
building blocks that can spontaneously reconfigure during assembly [39–45].

2. Models and Methods
2.1. Model System

Following previous models aimed at studying the general aspects of the capsid self-
assembly [31], the MVM protein is used as an example of a T = 1 capsid system to aid
the model capsomer design. Our coarse-grained deformable capsomer model is based on
the rigid-body model developed by Mahalik and Muthukumar [31] built using the MVM
trimers, which experiments [4] have shown are the key intermediates in the assembly of an
MVM capsid. Figure 1 shows the side (a), top (b), perspective (c), and bottom (d) views
of the deformable capsomer. The mass of each capsomer is taken to be that of an MVM
trimer (≈2.5 kDa) and is distributed uniformly among its 78 spherical beads (each bead has
a mass of ≈32 Da), and 76 out of 78 beads are identical in size and have a radius of 0.5 nm.
These beads are arranged into four layers as shown in Figure 1a.

Figure 1. Side view (a) and top view (b) of the deformable capsomer. (c,d) show the perspective
and bottom views, respectively, highlighting the edges associated with the bending and stretching
of the capsomer. Blue beads attract blue beads on other capsomers, and red beads repel red and
blue beads on other capsomers. White and black edges represent bending and non-bending edges,
respectively. All bending edges are identical and characterized with a bending modulus κb. Edges
between nearest-neighbor beads can stretch and are characterized with a spring constant ks.
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All layers are constructed as triangular frames with the inside of the layer being empty.
The first (bottom) layer in Figure 1a is exposed to the exterior of the capsid and has an edge
comprising 8 beads. The second layer with an edge comprising 7 beads sits on top of the
indentations of the first layer. Similarly, the third layer with an edge comprising 7 beads is
situated atop the indentations of the second layer; however, the beads in the third layer are
placed closer together. The three-layered structure is capped by a fourth layer with an edge
comprising 5 beads. This arrangement produces an asymmetric trapezoidal or truncated
prism-shaped structure with an inclination angle of 53.9◦ [4,31], as shown in Figure 1a. To
reduce computational costs, instead of using a space-filling triangular lattice, the space
enclosed within this structure is filled with one large bead of radius 1.8 nm placed in the
middle of the first (bottom) layer and another large bead of radius 1.2 nm placed in the
middle between the third and fourth (top) layers, as shown in Figure 1.

Steric attraction between capsomers is driven by the blue beads embedded in the
second and third layers. Red beads of a capsomer interact via purely-repulsive steric forces
with all the beads associated with a different capsomer. No steric interactions are considered
between beads belonging to the same capsomer. The deformability of the capsomer is
incorporated by connecting the beads with an elastic network represented by harmonic
stretching and bending potentials, which enables the capsomer to stretch and bend. All
nearest-neighbor beads are linked with harmonic springs characterized by identical spring
constants. All edges in the middle of each lateral side except for the edges in the third
layer connecting the outermost blue bead are bending edges (white), as shown in Figure 1.
All bending edges are identical and characterized by the same bending modulus. All
outermost edges and the edges connecting the larger beads to the smaller beads are taken
to be non-bending edges (black). These choices are made in order to preserve the overall
capsomer structural framework during self-assembly.

H = ∑
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Equation (1) shows the Hamiltonian H describing a system of N deformable cap-
somers. The first term represents the sum of the inter-capsomer steric (excluded vol-
ume) interaction energies which are modeled via the truncated and shifted Lennard–
Jones (LJ) potentials. Indices i and j sweep over beads in different capsomers, rij is
the distance between the beads, and σij represents the standard LJ bead size parame-
ter. Purely repulsive interaction between beads is modeled by choosing the LJ well depth
parameter εij = 1kBT, the cutoff distance rcut

ij = 21/6σij, and the associated energy shift

εshift
ij = 1kBT. Steric attraction between beads is modeled by choosing εij = εatt, rcut

ij = 2.5σij,

and εshift
ij = 4εatt((σij/rcut

ij )12 − (σij/rcut
ij )6), where εatt represents the strength of the steric

attraction which governs the assembly of capsomers and serves as a tunable parameter in
the model.

The second and third terms in Equation (1) are the total bending and stretching energy,
respectively, and together encapsulate the total intra-capsomer energy associated with a
system of deformable capsomers. Indices c and e sweep, respectively, over the number of
capsomers N and the total number of bending edges Eb in the second term and stretching
edges Es in the third term. We introduce bending modulus κb and stretching modulus
(spring constant) ks as intrinsic attributes of a capsomer that effectively characterize the
short-range elastic interactions. A bending penalty is applied to edges that separate planar
triangular faces as shown in Figure 1. Bending energy associated with a bending edge
e depends on the normals n̂c,e1 and n̂c,e2 to the adjoining faces and is measured relative
to the planar conformation, which is assigned zero energy. Stretching energy associated
with an edge of length lc,e is measured relative to the initial equilibrium edge length ae
which depends on the edge e. The capsomer resistance to deformation is dependent on
the values of the elastic moduli κb and ks, which serve as tunable parameters. Experi-
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ments and theoretical calculations have estimated that the virus bending modulus κb and
stretching modulus ks can vary by 2 orders of magnitude in the range of 10–1000 kBT and
10–1000 kBT/nm2, respectively [33,46–49]. We are interested in probing the self-assembly
behavior of capsomers over a wide range of deformabilities that includes values within the
estimated range of virus elastic moduli. Accordingly, we associate rigid capsomers with
elastic moduli (κb, ks) = (5000, 5000), and design four sets of deformable capsomers with
increasing “softness”: (κb, ks) = (10, 1000), (10, 500), (10, 300), (5, 300), where κb values
are in units of kBT and ks values are in units of kBT/nm2.

A key focus of this paper is to explore how the competition between the capsomer–
capsomer steric attraction and capsomer deformability changes assembly behavior. This
competition is encapsulated in the minimal model system of capsomers described by the
Hamiltonian H. We aim to determine the equilibrium assembly states of H as a function of
the steric attraction εatt and the elastic moduli κb and ks. We realize that other important
capsomer features, such as capsomer charge, are ignored in this model. The model can
be readily extended to include capsomer charge and the associated intra-capsomer and
inter-capsomer electrostatic energies, as demonstrated in Section 3.5.

2.2. Molecular Dynamics Simulations

The time evolution of the model system described by the Hamiltonian H is per-
formed using MD simulations with the goal to extract equilibrium assembly configura-
tions and associated quantitative metrics. A reduced (dimensionless) system of units is
adopted to express the model variables and simulation outputs: length is expressed in
units of the small bead diameter (1 nm), mass is expressed in units of bead mass (32 Da),
and energy is measured in units of 298kB Joules. This set of base units leads to units of
time, temperature, bending modulus, and stretching modulus as 3.5 picoseconds, 298 K,
298 kB, and 298 kB/nm2, respectively. In dimensionless units, the rigid capsomers cor-
respond to bending modulus κb = 5000 and stretching modulus ks = 5000, and the
deformable capsomers are characterized with the following combinations of elastic moduli:
(κb, ks) = (10, 1000), (10, 500), (10, 300), (5, 300).

All simulations use 100 deformable capsomers in a cubic box of edge length L ≈ 59
in reduced units (≈59 nm) with periodic boundary conditions. This setup corresponds
to a protein concentration of 800 µM. Simulations are initialized by randomly placing the
capsomers inside the box (avoiding overlaps) and by randomly drawing initial velocities of
the associated beads from a uniform distribution between−0.5 and 0.5 such that the average
bead velocity is 0. Simulations are performed in an NVT ensemble at a constant temperature
of 298 K which is imposed using a Nosé–Hoover chain thermostat. Newton’s equations of
motion are integrated using the velocity Verlet algorithm with a timestep of 0.002 (7 fs) and
0.0005 (1.8 fs) for simulations of rigid and deformable capsomers, respectively. The ≈4×
smaller timestep for simulations of deformable capsomers compared to the rigid ones is
to ensure energy conservation in the case of the former. All simulations are run for a total
time of ≈200 ns, which entails simulating for 30 million steps for rigid capsomers and
120 million steps for deformable capsomers.

Simulations of 100 capsomers for millions of computational steps are enabled by using
a hybrid OpenMP/MPI parallelization technique, which accelerates the force computations,
and by implementing an efficient neighbor listing procedure. For the latter, each capsomer
is treated as a mobile “cell”, and a Verlet-type [50] search over all capsomers is conducted
when building the neighbor list. This is followed by a narrower search of beads within
each capsomer. Overall, these enhancements result in a strong scaling of O(Nb log Nb) in
the simulated number of beads Nb, enabling simulations to reach ≈10 million steps per day
for deformable capsomers on 96 cores.

Desired quantities such as steric and elastic energies, temperature, and positions of
beads are collected every 500,000 computational steps post equilibration. Quantitative
metrics, such as maximum cluster size Nmax, average cluster size Nav, and average edge
length and angle fluctuations are extracted to assess the assembly behavior. Nmax and Nav
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are defined using the size Nc of the cluster formed by capsomers—a capsomer is considered
to be a part of a cluster if its distance from at least one member of the cluster is less than a
pre-selected cutoff distance dcut, which we set to dcut = 1.5σ. In general, Nc ranges from 1
to N, where N is the total number of capsomers in the simulation (in our case, Nc ranges
from 1 to 100). Nmax is defined as the maximum value of Nc observed in the simulation
and is computed as an ensemble average over a 2 ns time window. Nav is defined for each
Nc as the average number of capsomers aggregated in a cluster of size Nc over a 2 ns time
window. In some cases, multiple replicas of simulations for the same model parameters are
run in order to obtain converged statistical averages.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Rigid vs. Deformable Capsomers

We begin by comparing the equilibrium states associated with the assembly of identi-
cal rigid capsomers and the assembly of identical deformable capsomers. Rigid capsomers
are characterized with elastic moduli κb = 5000, ks = 5000. As an example, we choose the
deformable capsomers of elastic moduli κb = 10, ks = 1000 to represent the “soft” system
(Figure 2); the following discussion is similar for systems of deformable capsomers charac-
terized with elastic moduli (κb, ks) = (10, 500), (10, 300), (5, 300). In both cases, simulations
of capsomers correspond to a protein concentration of 800 µM and are performed in an
NVT ensemble at temperature T = 298 K. Many in vitro experiments exploring capsid
self-assembly behavior employ protein concentrations in the 1–100 µM range [12]. Our
choice of a relatively high protein concentration is because of computational convenience
as this yields a high volume packing fraction of proteins which “speeds up” the assembly
process. Figure 2 top and bottom rows illustrate the representative snapshots associated
with the assembly products obtained using simulations of rigid and deformable capsomers
respectively. Similar to the results of previous studies [31,38], the rigid capsomer model
produces a diversity of assembly products associated with a T = 1 icosahedral virus
system as the steric attraction between the capsomers is enhanced. For a relatively weak
attraction between the capsomers, non-assembled fluid-like states are observed (leftmost
snapshot). Increasing the strength of this attraction leads to partial capsid assembly or
nearly-complete icosahedral capsids (middle two snapshots). However, if the steric attrac-
tion is too strong, the capsomers aggregate into kinetically trapped malformed structures
(rightmost snapshot).

Figure 2. Steady-state configurations associated with the assembly of rigid capsomers characterized
with elastic moduli κb = 5000, ks = 5000 (top row) and deformable (“soft”) capsomers characterized
with κb = 10, ks = 1000 (bottom row) at 298 K as the steric attraction between capsomers is increased.
In both cases, rich variations in the self-assembly behavior are observed (from left to right): non-
assembled fluid, partial capsid assembly, nearly complete capsids, and malformed structures.
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The bottom row shows that deformable capsomers can reproduce this rich self-
assembly behavior with similar transitions from fluid to nearly-complete icosahedral
capsids to kinetically-trapped malformed structures as the steric attraction between cap-
somers is increased. These transitions demonstrate the utility of a deformable capsomer
model to investigate the assembly of protein subunits. As noted above, the timestep as-
sociated with simulations of deformable capsomers is ≈4× smaller compared to the ones
with rigid capsomers. Thus, the steady-state associated with an assembly product takes
4× longer to reach in simulations of deformable capsomers compared to rigid capsomers.

3.2. Assembly Diagram

We now conduct a systematic study of the link between the assembly behavior and the
competition between the steric attraction and elastic interactions. Specifically, we examine
the changes in the assembly behavior as a function of tuning the capsomer–capsomer steric
attraction (εatt) and capsomer deformability (κb, ks). Forty model systems are designed
via the combination of eight values of εatt = 1.7, 1.8, 1.9, 2.0, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 2.4, and five pairs
of elastic moduli: (κb, ks) = (5000, 5000), (10, 1000), (10, 500), (10, 300), (5, 300). Figure 3a
presents the assembly diagram predicted by MD simulations for these 40 model systems.
The capsomer assembly configurations can be classified into three broad types: a non-
assembled fluid-like state with cluster size Nc ≤ 3 (triangles), nearly-complete capsids with
Nc ≥ 16 (circles), and malformed structures (diamonds) with Nc > 20. Many systems are
best represented as a mixture of two of these assembly states [38]. For example, at εatt = 2
and (κb, ks) = (10, 500), both non-assembled fluid-like state and nearly-complete capsids
are observed. The relative proportions of these states is represented by the symbol color
coded as a grayscale, which denotes Nav/N, i.e., the average number of capsomers Nav of
a cluster size Nc normalized by the total number of capsomers N. The darker the symbol,
the higher the fraction of the associated assembly product.

Figure 3. (a) A diagram showing the assembly products for the capsomers characterized with
capsomer–capsomer steric attraction εatt and capsomer deformability (κb, ks). Legend at the top
shows the assembly products: non-assembled fluid (triangles), nearly-complete capsid assembly
(circles), and malformed structures (diamonds). The grayscale denotes the relative proportion of
these products at a given statepoint (εatt, κb, ks). Assembling capsomers of higher deformability
into capsids requires increasingly large steric attraction. (b) Maximum cluster size Nmax vs. εatt for
capsomers of different elastic moduli (κb, ks) noted in the legend.

A common trend is observed for capsomers of different deformabilities: the capsomers
transition from a non-assembled configuration to nearly-complete capsids to malformed
structures with increasing steric attraction between capsomers. Figure 3a also shows that
assembling capsomers of higher deformability into capsids requires increasingly large steric
attraction between capsomers. This can be attributed to the higher entropic costs associated
with softer capsomers compared to the rigid ones, which can only be overcome by a larger
steric attraction between capsomers. The observed assembly transitions are quantified in
Figure 3b via the maximum cluster size Nmax associated with the assembly state. Consistent
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with the assembly diagram, changes in Nmax show a transition for deformable capsomers of
different elastic moduli from fluid-like states (Nmax ≈ 1) to symmetric capsids (Nmax ≈ 20)
to malformed structures (Nmax ≈ 50) with increasing εatt.

3.3. Effects of Changing Steric Attraction

We now closely examine the assembly transitions observed for the deformable cap-
somers with increasing steric attraction parameter εatt. For the sake of illustration, we
consider the case of capsomers with elastic moduli (κb, ks) = (10, 1000). Figure 4a shows
the representative simulation snapshots of the three distinct assembly states: fluid-like,
capsid assembly, and malformed structures observed for this deformable capsomer system
at εatt = 1.7, 2.1, 2.3, respectively. Average number Nav of capsomers aggregated in a cluster
of size Nc associated with each of these states are shown in Figure 4b. Recall that Nav
lies between 0 and the total number N = 100 of capsomers. At a weak steric attraction
εatt = 1.7 (red striped bars), capsomers generally remain separated from each other and a
large number (Nav ≈ 90) of single capsomers of cluster size Nc = 1 is recorded. Aggregates
formed by two capsomers and three capsomers are also observed. Nav drops sharply with
increasing Nc, with almost no aggregates (Nav < 0.1) observed for Nc > 5. These signatures
are consistent with a fluid-like system [51].

Figure 4. (a) Representative simulation snapshots of fluid-like configuration, capsid assembly,
and malformed structures observed for a system of deformable capsomers at the indicated steric
attraction values. (b) Average number Nav of capsomers aggregated in a cluster of size Nc associated
with each of the three assembly states shown in (a). (c) Steric energy per bead, ULJ , vs. steric attraction
between capsomers for different elastic moduli (κb in units of kBT and ks in units of kBT/nm2).

For the nearly complete capsid assembly obtained at εatt = 2.1 (green cross-pattern
bars), the number of single capsomers is significantly decreased to Nav ≈ 10. This reduction
and similar reduction in the two-capsomer and three-capsomer aggregates is traded off with
an increase in Nav associated with on-pathway intermediates characterized with cluster
sizes Nc ∈ (14, 18). Further increase in the steric attraction to εatt = 2.3 (blue solid bars)
yields higher values of Nav for cluster sizes Nc & 20. These large aggregates are associated
with malformed structures. Distributions of Nav similar to the ones shown in Figure 4b are
observed for capsomers of other deformabilities, albeit at different steric attraction values.
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Figure 4c shows the variation in the steric energy ULJ per bead associated with these
assembly states (green circles) with increasing steric attraction εatt. Steric energy exhibits
a sudden drop in the range εatt ∈ (1.8, 2.1), which can be linked to the transition from
fluid-like structure to ordered capsid assembly. Similar drops in the steric energy are
also observed for the rigid (blue triangles) and the softer capsomer (red squares) systems
although at different steric attraction values. For example, in the rigid case the drop occurs
for comparatively smaller εatt. All three systems exhibit a similar shape for the variation
of the steric energy vs. εatt, but as the capsomers become softer, the trend is right-shifted,
which is consistent with the observation that higher steric attraction is required to assemble
increasingly soft capsomers into capsids.

3.4. Effects of Tuning Capsomer Deformability

Endowing the capsomers with the potential to bend and stretch unlocks the possibility
of controlling the assembly behavior by tuning the capsomer deformability alone, while
keeping the inter-capsomer interactions the same. Figure 5a illustrates this scenario via three
representative simulation snapshots of the assembly states formed by capsomers of different
deformabilities under the same steric attraction εatt = 2. For the rigid case (top) character-
ized with (κb, ks) = (5000, 5000), a mixture of malformed structures and partially-complete
capsids is observed. As the rigidity of the capsomer is decreased to (κb, ks) = (10, 1000),
which we term the “soft” case (middle), the assembly state transforms into nearly-complete
capsids. One explanation for this transformation is that higher deformability increases
the entropic gain associated with reversing incorrect capsomer–capsomer binding, which
can facilitate the formation of on-pathway-competent intermediates. However, if the cap-
somers become too soft, as exemplified by the system characterized with (κb, ks) = (5, 300),
a non-assembled fluid is obtained (bottom). The steric attraction parameter εatt = 2 results
in an average total binding energy per capsomer face of ≈14 kBT. The transformation from
an ordered structure to a fluid-like configuration at a fixed steric attraction strength can be
attributed to this binding energy being insufficient to overcome the much greater entropic
costs associated with these very soft capsomers. The high entropy enables the capsomers
to lower the net free energy by remaining separated instead of aggregating.

Figure 5b shows the average number Nav of capsomers aggregated in a cluster of
size Nc associated with these three distinct assembly behaviors. The results are consistent
with the observed transition in Figure 5a. Significant Nav values for large cluster sizes
Nc ∈ (25, 35) are observed for rigid capsomers (blue solid bars), signaling the presence of
malformed structures. On the contrary, no such large-sized aggregates are observed for
the “soft” case (green cross-pattern bars). Instead, larger Nav values are recorded for the
single capsomers and few-capsomer aggregates (Nc ∈ (1, 5)), which signals the reversing
of the incorrectly bonded capsomers. Further, Nav values are also large for cluster sizes
Nc ∈ (11, 18) associated with partially and nearly-complete capsid assembly. Finally, for the
“too soft” case (red striped bars), the bulk of the capsomers are present either as single
capsomers or few-capsomer aggregates with cluster sizes Nc ∈ (1, 5).

To gain further insight into the pronounced effect of changing deformability of cap-
somers on the assembly behavior at a fixed capsomer–capsomer steric attraction, we extract
the average angle and edge length fluctuations for capsomers of different elastic mod-
uli. Figure 5c reports these fluctuations normalized by their respective values for the
rigid case (κb, ks) = (5000, 5000). Both types of structural fluctuations increase as the
deformability of the capsomers is enhanced. An increase of edge length fluctuations by
≈2× and angle fluctuations by ≈12× for the deformable capsomer system characterized
with (κb, ks) = (10, 1000) provides the entropic freedom for capsomers to reverse incorrect
capsomer–capsomer binding and redirect binding that facilitates transitions from mal-
formed structures to on-pathway-competent intermediates. However, for capsomers that
are too soft, e.g., the ones characterized with (κb, ks) = (5, 300), large increases in edge
length fluctuations (≈5×) and angle fluctuations (≈20×) create a much greater entropic
advantage for the capsomers to remain free in the solution. The available binding energy is
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unable to offset the entropic gain resulting from these structural fluctuations, which inhibits
capsid assembly and favors fluid-like configurations.

Figure 5. (a) Representative snapshots of the assembly states formed by rigid, soft, and very
soft capsomers characterized with elastic moduli (κb, ks) = (5000, 5000), (10, 1000), and (5, 300),
respectively under the same steric attraction εatt = 2, where κb is the bending modulus (in kBT) and
ks is the stretching modulus (in kBT/nm2). (b) Average number Nav of capsomers aggregated in a
cluster of size Nc associated with capsomers characterized with different (κb, ks). (c) Average angle
fluctuations (magenta clear bars) and edge length fluctuations (cyan filled bars) vs. capsomer elastic
moduli. Fluctuations are normalized by their respective values for the rigid case characterized with
(κb, ks) = (5000, 5000). Structural fluctuations increase with increasing capsomer deformability.

3.5. Effects of Capsomer Surface Charge

In many cases, the proteins building up a virus capsid are charged. The presence of
these surface charges can influence the competition between the steric attraction and the
intra-capsomer elastic forces, thus altering the assembly behavior. We now present the
results of a preliminary investigation that demonstrates the extension of the deformable cap-
somer model to charged capsomers. Following earlier models [31], charges are introduced
in the fourth (top) layer of the trapezoid-shaped capsomer (see Figure 1b) by assigning a
charge of 0.5 e to each of the three central beads associated with the three edges, which
results in a total positive charge of 4.5 e for each capsomer. We consider the capsomers to
be present in an aqueous solvent that is modeled implicitly via a dielectric permittivity εd.
The solvent inhabits a monovalent electrolyte of concentration c which is also modeled
implicitly and has the effect of screening the Coulomb interactions between the beads.

The beads belonging to the same capsomer or to two different capsomers interact via
screened electrostatic (Yukawa) potential energies, which are added to the intra-capsomer
and the inter-capsomer components of the Hamiltonian shown in Equation (1). The
electrostatic energy between the ith bead of charge qi and jth bead of charge qj at distance
rij is given by lBqiqje

−κrij /rij, where lB ≈ 0.7 nm is the Bjerrum length of water and
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κ = 1/λD =
√

8πlBc is the inverse of the screening (Debye) length λD. To speedup
calculations via the neighbor listing procedure, the Yukawa potential is cut off after 12λD.

Figure 6 shows the assembly transitions of charged deformable capsomers character-
ized with (κb, ks) = (10, 300). Similar to the uncharged case, transitions from the fluid-like
configuration to nearly-complete capsids to malformed structures are observed with in-
creasing steric attraction εatt. The transitions occur at different values of εatt = 1.7 (fluid),
2.3 (capsids), and 2.4 (malformed structures) compared to the uncharged case. For example,
the uncharged system at εatt = 2.3 exhibits a malformed structure (Figure 3a); however,
when the surface charges are considered, this same system yields nearly-complete capsids.
We attribute this shift to the repulsive electrostatic forces neutralizing part of the strong
steric attraction at εatt = 2.3, yielding a net binding energy that favors capsid assembly.
In other words, the steric attraction resulting from the hydrophobic residues is attenuated
by the repulsive electrostatic forces emerging from the charges present on the capsomers.

Figure 6. Assembly states of charged deformable capsomers characterized with (κb, ks) = (10, 300)
for indicated values of steric attraction εatt. Non-assembled fluid, nearly-complete capsids and
malformed structures form at εatt = 1.7, 2.3, 2.4, respectively.

4. Conclusions

We have developed a coarse-grained general model of viral capsomers that incorpo-
rates their stretching and bending energies. MD simulations of identical deformable cap-
somers in an NVT ensemble at 298 K show that the combination of orientation-dependent
capsomer–capsomer steric interactions and capsomer deformability can yield capsid struc-
tures with T = 1 icosahedral symmetry as low-energy configurations. For a wide range of
elastic moduli, transitions from non-assembled configurations to icosahedral capsids to
kinetically-trapped malformed structures are observed as the steric attraction between cap-
somers is increased. Assembling capsomers of higher deformability into capsids requires
increasingly large steric attraction between capsomers. In general, we expect the solution
conditions yielding ordered capsids to be different for deformable capsomers compared to
the rigid ones. The demonstration of deformable nanostructures self-assembling into or-
dered materials with appropriate adjustment of solution conditions has broad implications
in using deformability as a control knob to change the self-assembly of soft materials.

Capsomer deformability has a pronounced effect on viral self-assembly. Deformability
enables capsid assembly where there was none observed for rigid capsomers by enhancing
the average angle and edge length fluctuations which reverse incorrect capsomer–capsomer
binding and facilitate transitions from malformed structures to symmetric capsids. The
lowering of elastic moduli can be considered as promoting optimal transient bond forma-
tion, i.e., a similar frequency of bond-breaking and bond-forming events, which has been
linked to the effective self-assembly of ordered capsids [15]. However, making capsomers
too soft produces large structural fluctuations which greatly enhance the probability of
bond-breaking events, limiting the potential of capsid nucleation.

In this work, we tuned the deformability by changing both bending and stretching
moduli. Our future work will systematically explore the effects of tuning one of these
elastic parameters on the assembly states. Further, we will investigate the assembly of
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deformable capsomers around cargo such as nanoparticles or polyions [38]. Extending the
deformable capsomer model to probe the link between capsomer deformability and the
disassembly of viruses [52,53] will also be a subject of future work.
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